Triumph 675R
Turbo Kit Parts
Garrett GT25-60R roller bearing turbo
modify turbo to fit bike
Headers
38mm Blow off valve
brackets and fasteners
oil feed line and fittings to turbo
oil return line and fittings from turbo
Air hoses and joining pieces
vacuum and fuel hoses and fittings
air filter
Parts Total
Chargecooler parts
aluminium airbox plenum with combined chargecooler
electric water pump
secondary water rad
water hoses and fittings
Parts Total
Engine parts
Turbo pistons custom
Carrillo Conrods
Gasket set
Heavy duty clutch springs
oil filter
Parts Total
Fueling Parts
Fuel pump
Turbosmart FPR800 Fuel regulator and fittings
Parts Total
Labour
Engine Labour
Labour to remove and refit engine
Labour to fit all new parts
Dyno time to run in and mapping
Labour Total
Electrical / Engine management Options
Option 1:-Motec M400 complete stand alone system
M800 ECU
full wiring harness
wideband lambda upgrade
advanced functions upgrade
4 bar high accuracy Map sensor
NTK race lambda sensor and connector
Oil temp sensor and adaptor
Communication cable to PC
Ecu controlled boost including boost valve and rotary position switch
Option 1 Parts Total
Option 2:-Syvecs S8 complete stand alone system
Syvecs S8 ECU(lambda, tc, boost, knock enabled as standard)
full wiring harness
4 bar high accuracy Map sensor
NTK race lambda sensor and connector
Oil temp sensor and adaptor
Bosch Knock sensor
Communication cable to PC
Ecu controlled boost including boost valve and rotary position switch
Option 2 Parts Total
Optional Extras
AIM MXS dash
Exhaust Options
Option 1. Stainless steel shorty exit exhausts from turbo and wastegate
Option 2. Stainless steel 3/4 length exhaust (slash cut behind footrest) including wastegate exit pipe
Option 3. Stainless steel full length exhaust including wastegate exit pipe and big bore silencer

£850.00
£100.00
£450.00
£160.00
£30.00
£60.00
£100.00
£100.00
£40.00
£40.00
£1,930.00
£600.00
£100.00
£200.00
£60.00
£960.00
£450.00
£560.00
£100.00
£50.00
£10.00
£1,170.00
£120.00
£130.00
£250.00
£400.00
£150.00
£400.00
£200.00
£1,150.00

1,800.00
500.00
300.00
280.00
120.00
150.00
30.00
160.00
100.00
3,440.00
1,320.00
500.00
120.00
150.00
30.00
50.00
10.00
100.00
2,280.00
700.00
150.00
200.00
350.00

